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sure to attract a bullet, and usually it was the passing civilian
rather than the soldier who got hit. People avoided a uniform
as they would the plague. An armoured car was an objective
for a bomb, and on sight of one people flung themselves down
flat as a precaution.
A brother newspaper correspondent on the Freeman's
Journal, who knew I had interviewed Rory the day before,
assured me it was now spot news and worth cabling. No other
correspondent .had thought of getting into the Four Courts. I
appeared rather sceptical however, for the fact was I never had
done any journalistic cabling and had not the remotest idea
how to set about it. My friend, however, insisted, took me
to the Freeman's office and ensconced me in an empty room with
pen, ink and telegraph forms. He showed me how to abbre-
viate sentences, and initiated me into the usage of '* stop/'
and " quote " and " unquote," etc. In fact my first lesson in
practical journalism was to the accompaniment of cannon
and machine gun fire.
Left alone it took me two hours to frame that cable, but it
resulted in a congratulatory reply from my editor and a bonus
of a thousand dollars in addition to my salary.
Meanwhile, after twenty-four hours, the Four Courts were
still being bombarded. There appeared by this time no chance
of saving the building. It was already battered and pierced
with cavernous rents. No doubt a serious and determined
effort would have finished it in half an hour, but Collins dared
not give too stringent orders or his men might refuse to obey.
The firing of a sixty-pounder loaded with shrapnel made the
greatest noise with the least amount of damage. The London
newspapers wrote with such approval of the stern measures
that were at last being taken that they nearly wrecked the
provisional government. It was all very well to have made a
truce with the English, and to have established the Free State,
but the English were as much the enemies of the Free State as
the Irish Republicans. Any suggestion that the English were
dictating to the Free State was fiercely resented by the Irish
of all parties. Strangely enough, the citizens of Dublin re-
mained extraordinarily good humoured. On the crowded
quays no one took violent sides. Free Stater and Republican,

